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MATERIALS and METHODS1

THE �-FACTORY DA�NE AT FRASCATI NA-2

TIONAL LABORATORIES3

DA�NE is a double collision ring for electrons and positrons4

of 0.51 GeV per beam. The total energy, equal to 1.02 GeV,5

corresponds to the mass of the particle „. To decrease the6

interactions between the beams, the electrons and the positrons7

circulate in opposite directions in two distinct rings that cross8

at two interaction zones (KLOE and FI.NU.DA). To avoid the9

collisions of the beams with the residual gases, a particularly10

high vacuum is maintained in the rings (less than a thousandth11

of a billionth of atmospheres). In the DA�NE rings, about 10012

m long, circulate more than 100 bunches consisting of more13

than 100 billion particles that perform more than 3 million14

revolutions in a second and whose collisions produce about15

2000 particles per second. The dimensions of each bunch at16

the interaction point are 1mm x 10µm x 2cm.17

As shown in figure S1 above, the DA�NE injection system18

consists of a linear accelerator (LINAC) of about 60 m, an19

almost octagonal intermediate storage ring with a total length20

of about 32.5 m and about 180 meters of transfer lines from21

LINAC to the accumulator and from these to the two main22

rings (see figure S2 below), terminated in the two interaction23

zones (KLOE and FI.NU.DA).24

The Luminosity is given by25
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where for DA�NE we have:27

Ne+ ¥ 2 · 1010 positrons/bunch28

Ne≠ ¥ 2 · 1010electrons/bunch29

‡

x

¥ 1mm average quadratic horizontal dimensions in the30

IP (Interaction Point)31

‡

y

¥ 10µm average quadratic vertical dimensions in the IP32

f = 3 · 108s≠1 collision frequency33

The experiment “3+L” at Frascati.34

The experiment called “3 + L” (Time Resolved Positron35

Light Emission) had unique characteristics among the DA�NE36

beam diagnostics techniques, because it wanted to carry out,37

for the first time, real-time beam diagnostics, capable of char-38

acterize each bunch of particles (“bunch-by-bunch”) with a39

compact and contained tool, both in size and in production40

costs. The experiment used ultra-fast MCT detectors at room41

temperature.42

In the figures 4-5 is represented the arrangement of the ex-43

periment "3 + L" (1) . MCT detectors used by the experiment44

had been tested on DA�NE’s dedicated SINBAD (Synchrotron45

Fig. 1. S1. Schematic of DA�NE injection system (courtesy of Frascati National
Laboratories).

Infrared Beamline at DA�NE) infrared beamline (2) , and on 46

the dedicated HLS (Hefei Light Source) IR beamline at the 47

NSRL (National Synchrotron Radiation Laboratory) facility 48

(Hefei, People’s Republic of China). 49

Ultra-fast MCT photo-detectors. 50

The ultra-fast photo-detectors used both at Frascati and 51

Hefei are made by HgCdTe (MCT) hetero-structures by the 52

Polish company VIGO System SA (3, 4) . MCT detectors 53

operated at room temperature with a rapid response in an 54

interval of the order of hundreds of ps. The compounds of 55

HgCdTe, cadmium telluride and mercury (or cadmium tel- 56

luride, mercury, MCT or CMT) are CdTe and HgTe alloys 57

which represent the third semiconductor for technological im- 58

portance after silicon and gallium arsenide. The quantity of 59
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Fig. 2. S2.Schematic of the two main rings of DA�NE (courtesy of Frascati National
Laboratories)

Fig. 3. S3. Layout and arrangement of experiment 3 + L at DA�NE (courtesy of
Frascati National Laboratories).

cadmium (Cd) in the alloy can be chosen in order to opti-60

mize the optical absorption of the material at infrared (IR)61

wavelengths. CdTe is a semiconductor with a prohibited band62

of about 1.5 eV at room temperature while HgTe is a semi-63

metal with zero band gap energy. The mixture of these two64

compounds allows, in principle, to obtain a compound with65

a variable gap between 0 and 1.5 eV. MCT compounds are66

among the few materials capable of detecting infrared radia-67

tion in both accessible atmospheric windows, i.e. between 3-568

µm (MWIR) and 10-12 µm (LWIR).69

The detection in the MWIR and LWIR windows is gener-70

ally obtained by using the compounds [(Hg
0.7

Cd
0.3

)Te] and71

Fig. 4. S4.Optical layout of the experiment 3 + L with the “front end” structure, the
optical table, the mirrors and the IR detector. The ideal path of IR radiation, from input
to focusing optics is shown in red (courtesy of Frascati National Laboratories).

[(Hg
0.8

Cd
0.2

)Te] respectively. A MCT detector is also capable 72

of detecting radiation through atmospheric windows of 2.2- 73

2.4 µm and 1.5-1.8 µm (SWIR). Due to their extraordinary 74

operational peculiarities, MCT detectors have been largely 75

used in military applications for night vision, aeronautical use, 76

satellite observation and missile guidance, in particular for 77

the so-called "smart bombs". Large varieties of heat-seeking 78

missiles are still equipped with MCT detectors. Today these 79

detectors are widespread used in almost all fields of research. 80

Many detectors even take their name from astronomical obser- 81

vatories (i.e., Hawaii) or from the instruments for which they 82

were originally developed. 83

In this case, the MCT detectors made by VIGO System 84

SA (4) represent the current state of the art of MCT technology 85

by virtue of the operation at room temperature, the rapid 86

response and contained costs. The MCT detectors of the "3 87

+ L" experiment were used both as single elements and in a 88

compact two-dimensional matrix consisting of two arrays of 32 89

elements with a response of the order of ns. (See next figures 90

S5-S6). 91

Fig. 5. S5.Matrix structure of MCT detectors with 4 activated channels (in red)
(courtesy of Frascati National Laboratories and VIGO System SA (3, 4) ).

The realization of these photo-detectors was carried out 92

using 3-phase Photo Voltaic Multiple Junction (PVMJ) tech- 93

nology which employed straight MCT (HgCdTe) structures 94

grown with MOCVD (Metal- Organic Chemical Vapor Depo- 95

sition) technology on direction-oriented GaAs substrates (211) 96
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Fig. 6. S6.(Left) Optimized topology for a MCT detector matrix. (Right) Detector
“anatomy” (courtesy of Frascati National Laboratories and VIGO system SA (3, 4) )

and (111). The detectors are optimized to work in the MIR97

(middle IR ƒ10.6 µm). Their typical response time did not98

exceed 100 ps during tests carried out under cooling at 205 K99

with a three-stage Peltier cell. The detectors were inversely100

polarized and each coupled to a broadband preamplifier in101

order to optimize its performance and improve its S/N ratio.102

To this end, an amplifier characterized by a gain of 46 dB103

and a bandwidth between 0.1-2.500 MHz was used. Given104

the high sensitivity of the devices, to shield the RF signal105

of the DA�NE klystron, both the arrays (See fig. 7) of the106

photo-detectors and the amplifier were isolated inside a metal107

box. These peculiarities make the MCT detectors ideal for an-108

alyzing the synchrotron radiation of high current accumulation109

rings (about 2A) - typical of DA�NE operating regime - and110

are therefore suitable for performing e�ective beam diagnostics.111

In the experimental arrangement at room temperature, the112

rapidity of the response time allowed to obtain an excellent113

temporal resolution of the synchrotron emission signal of each114

bunch of electrons and positrons for each complete injection115

cycle. The first tests of the photo-detectors were carried out116

in the IR line SINBAD (Synchrotron Infrared Beamline at117

DA�NE, See (2)) by initially studying the response of an indi-118

vidual detector and then of single elements ("single channel")119

of an array and, subsequently, a set of elements (4) activated120

on the matrix 32x2 of MCT photo detectors, indicated in red121

in the figure S5.122

In the following of this work, the four photo-detector ele-123

ments activated on the 32x2 matrix will be indicated as "pixel",124

hence "pixel1", "pixel2", "pixel3" and "pixel4" (See figure S5).125

DATA ANALYSIS126

Initially, my goal was to “categorize” data analysis processes127

as an algorithm and thus achieve complete automation. In the128

following years, the progress of age (and experience) convinced129

me that total automation is dangerous because it can cause130

and introduce serious systematic errors, especially in the study131

of complex systems or far from thermodynamic equilibrium.132

So I resumed the habit of manually rechecking the results of133

the various levels of analysis. Even in the case of powerful134

computers and large data sets (such as in Frascati or CERN)135

and for processes based on artificial intelligence or machine136

learning algorithms. In all these cases, paradoxically, I noticed137

that human intervention is fundamental because errors are138

always there and tend to spread diabolically. From which139

I am convinced of the danger of letting a machine, however140

Fig. 7. S7. SHT category calculus logo (5)

sophisticated, have full control of a physical or mechanical 141

process. This extends not only in research, but also in civil 142

automation (airplanes, cars, surgical robots, etc.). 143

For this reason, I gave way to the control of a human 144

operator during the phases and levels of the analysis, however 145

trying to avoid that the human operator could violate the 146

Method’s conditions of reproducibility and inter-subjectivity. 147

For example, in the present case, there are no parametric 148

models. The operator can follow the development of the 149

various levels and verify that the results adhere point-by-point 150

to reality. If the result of the process di�ers significantly from 151

the experimental data, the system will stop and catalog it 152

as a “scenario”, assigning it a probability. In this case, the 153

system will search for the most likely scenario. To be honest, 154

in SHT analysis there is a very strong integration between man 155

and machine, a sort of true symbiosis, in the sense that the 156

operator’s human brain is an “integral part” of the machine’s 157

mathematical algorithms. It is a symbiotic process, because 158

mathematical algorithms exploit the plasticity of the human 159

brain, while the human brain assumes the reproducibility and 160

intersubjectivity rules of the Scientific Method and therefore 161

acquires a sort of rigidity as if it were a machine! 162

From the practical point of view, SHT analysis did not take 163

place either with changes to the sample, or with reductions or 164

subtractions of any kind: the SHT algorithms analyzed the 165

system sic rebus stantibus, also considering the “junk”. I think 166

it was almost certainly for this reason that I was entrusted 167

with this job, because the “3 + L” data had previously been 168

identified as junk and archived, if not to say, trashed! 169

SHT looks for a partition of each data ensemble, considered 170

as a sort of “dynamic system”. In the a�rmative case, the 171

dynamic evolution of the data around the attractors is studied. 172

In this way, it is also easier to identify any systematic errors. 173

If SHT manages to identify an attractor, it will become 174

a “category” of the experiment in question. But only of that 175

particular experiment. Once the possible categories have been 176

identified, SHT looks for, if it exists, a subset of “morphisms” 177

that possess the qualities of probability functions. In this 178

case, SHT defines these morphisms as “maximum congruence 179

profiles”. 180

From an implementation point of view, SHT analysis was 181
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Table 1. Table S1. DA�NE constructive and operational parameters (courtesy of Frascati National Laboratories)

DA�NE constructive and operational parameters
Diameter (m) 97.588664
RF (MHz) 368.664
Harmonic Number 120

performed through algorithms designed and adapted ad hoc182

in the mainframe data center machine codes (in this case, the183

main routines were installed as open source in the Frascati184

data center) and, from time to time, they are translated into185

programming and compilation through human interfaces of186

commercial software such as Matlab, Origin, Mathematica,187

Kaleidagraph, etc.188

The analysis is conducted on nine levels. Levels 1, 5 and 9189

are the most important. Level 1 restore, rebuilds and catalogs190

the data, trying to bring order to the initial chaos. Levels191

5-6 sorts the data in time series, level 9 processes the max-192

imum congruence regressions. The intermediate levels are193

dedicated to the declaration of variables, labeling (“tagging”),194

to the reconstruction of time intervals and delays (“lagging”),195

calibration in time (“bunch number arrays”) and so on.196

In the following sections I will give a practical example,197

trying to summarize the main levels and their results with198

diagrams.199

First level SHT analysis: matching.200

The optimization procedures of the first level of analysis201

made it possible to collect and generate groups of experimental202

data by selecting the relative configurations of the databases203

found and restored. This made it possible to cope with the204

total lack of references and information. The declarations205

and labels of the variables (tagging) were in fact devoid of206

references to measuring devices, zeros and gauges. The analysis207

was therefore performed by arranging the data in a sort of208

rugged funnel by Hans Frauenfelder (6–9) , which I used to call209

“Data-Funnel” (it is a map that represents the configuration210

entropies as a function of the signal / noise ratio, See the211

following figures). This procedure thus avoided the subjective212

introduction of selection criteria. The ultimate goal of the213

SHT first level processes was to create a data “cladistics”. The214

following figures 9-12 show some pairs of selection examples215

with data-funnels for electron emissions (9-10) and positron216

emissions (11-12).217

Levels 2-4 SHT analysis: variable tagging, time lag-218

ging and MCT time calibration.219

To perform the calibration in time (ns) of the response220

of each photo-detector, I started from the constructive and221

operational parameters of DA�NE222

I considered the period of a complete cycle of filling 100223

bunches of particles in DA�NE, equal to224

T = 1

RF

· 120 ƒ 325.499642 ns225

Corresponding to a bunch separation of about 2.7 ns.226

The first thing that catches the eye of the above diagrams227

is the anomalous (See also A. Hofman (10) ) complex profile228

of the synchrotron radiation signal of each bunch, both for the229

emission of electrons and for that of positrons, which seems230

to be the result of the convolution of a fast component, which231

we will call “main” with a delayed component. Of course,232

I immediately thought that this “anomaly” was a systematic233

error of the measuring apparatus. Repeated and thorough234

checks on the data and on the measuring device, compared235

with the results obtained at the Chinese synchrotron in Hefei, 236

have excluded this possibility. The measurement was in fact 237

repeated with various modifications of the apparatus and 238

conditions, also changing the MCT detectors. Furthermore, 239

it was also performed on the Chinese Hefei synchrotron. In 240

all cases, the anomaly remained, changing only in intensity, 241

width and center. We will come back to this later. 242

Let’s go to the end, moving immediately to the regression 243

of the two components, then we’ll go back to the analysis of 244

the time series. 245

Level 9 SHT analysis. 246

The intensity measurements of each emission peak were 247

carried out by SHT level 9 regressions on the IR-SR (infrared 248

synchrotron radiation) emission profile of each bunch, dis- 249

tinguishing, from time to time, the contributions of the two 250

components, labeled as "main" and "delayed" respectively. In 251

this way, I avoided a serious systematic error of most spectral 252

analysis commercial and advanced tools (i.e. “peak-finder”, 253

“peaks” and so on), which are blind to the (hidden) components 254

in the convolution. Similarly, the separation of the analysis 255

into two components, which I call “dichotomous analysis”, 256

allows me to avoid that the study of the “main” profile is 257

influenced by the “delayed” component. It is an important 258

step to underline and remember in case the delayed component 259

is caused by a systematic error of the apparatus (which is not). 260

The measurement of the time intervals (and the relative 261

delays) must also be correct. We will need it in the time series 262

(See the next section). 263

The following figure S13 shows double Gaussian prototypi- 264

cal regressions of level 9 for the complex convolution profile 265

of the "main" and "delayed" components in the case of SR 266

emission from DA�NE electrons. 267

The same procedure was followed for the DA�NE positrons 268

and in the case of the measurements obtained at the Hefei 269

Chinese synchrotron (see following tables). 270

Level 5-6 SHT analysis: time series. 271

My decision to use time series analysis in accelerator and 272

particle physics was suggested by the peculiarity of the time 273

response of MCT detectors, capable of discriminating the IR 274

emission of synchrotron radiation of each bunch of particles 275

(also thanks to the statistical analysis SHT used. 276

The estimation of the di�erent components of a time series 277

is often di�cult and risky especially because it concerns "latent" 278

variables that do not have a precise statistical definition, often 279

incurring the risk of a systematic nature deriving from the 280

introduction of arbitrary and subjective assessments. In the 281

particular case of the evaluation of the trend, stochastic or 282

deterministic models (11) are generally based on polynomial or 283

transcendent regression functions, which are generally defined 284

over the entire range of variation of the series. Regression 285

models have been the subject of long-term studies starting 286

from Hannan (1960), up to the “spline” functions of Duvall 287

(1966), Stephenson and Farr (1972), to arrive at the local 288

deterministic models of Cleveland (1990): an exhaustive review 289
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Fig. 8. S8. Level 1 — (a, b) Data-Funnels of ensembles of matrices relating to DA�NE synchrotron radiation emission data (a-electrons left, b-positrons right). The absolute
minima Ze identify the best values of the ensembles. (c, d) Data-Funnel plane sections of ensembles of matrices relating to DA�NE synchrotron radiation emission data
(c-electrons, d-positrons). The absolute minima Ze identify the best values of the ensembles.

can always be found in Dagum (11) . From this, it follows290

that the decomposition of a time series is a very delicate291

and di�cult operation. Ideally it is not a process suitable292

for a full automation (See i.e. X11ARIMA / 88). In the293

present work, statistical non-conventional models were based294

on polynomial regressions. They are not fully automated. The295

level 3-5 analysis results must be in conflict (matching) with296

the results of levels 1 and 2 and, above all, with the taggings297

of the variables defined by the “dichotomous” structure. The298

di�erence with the methods of Dagum lies mainly in the299

algebra that does not take into account the hypothesis of300

Wold (11–15) . I will return elsewhere on this important topic.301

The objective of our analysis concerns the time evolution302

of electron and positron bunches through the study of the303

synchrotron radiation emitted. This is our phenomenon Z (t).304

I have thus an ordered collection of a sequence, not necessarily 305

regular, ofobservations 306

Z

t

= (x
t

; t = 1, ...., N} 307

Therefore, I am interested in defining a time series as the 308

linear composition of a non-stationary deterministic process 309

Y
t

possibly attributable to a trend component with a purely 310

random erratic process or “white noise” such that 311

E (Y
t

u

t

) = 0 312

With reference to figure S12 above, consider the ensemble 313

averages on the synchrotron radiation emission intervals of 314

each bunch for each configuration (d), where d = 1,.... with 315

the total number of the configurations 316

—t =
!
—t

d

j

,
dj

= (2.7 ± 0.4) ns ; d, j œ N 317

Which overlaps with the expected value of the separation 318

(“bunch separation”), calculated from the operational and 319
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Fig. 9. S9 . Typical signal of the IR synchrotron radiation emission photo-detector response, corresponding to a complete filling of 100 bunches of DA�NE electrons (highlighted
by red arrows).

construction values of DA�NE. The total error is the result320

of the distribution of the errors of each regression, for each321

ensemble.322

Then, we define an integer index variable tœN called “bunch-323

number”, as follows:324

—t (ns) œ R æ t (bunchnumber) œ N where t = 1,........,325

T (bunch-number).326

Then, the correlogram of the Z
t

series, generated by the327

correlations between a series and the same delayed series of328

kœN periods, represents the variation of the auto-correlation329

(k), taken from the following relationship330

fl (k) = cov(Zt,Zt≠k)
‡t‡t≠k

=

Tq
(Zt≠Z)

t=K+1

·(Zt≠k≠Z)

Tq
(Zt≠Z)

t=K+1

2331

Where in the present case the comparison was made be-332

tween series of equal length, i.e. for T = 100 and K = 99. The333

following figure S15 shows the result of the calculation for the334

best ensembles of the “main peaks” acquired by each of the 4335

(pixels) ( DA�NE electrons).336

From a quick glance at figure S14, it is evident the forma-337

tion of pairs, two by two, in the response of neighboring photo 338

detectors, respectively 1-2 (green-purple) and 3-4 (orange- 339

blue). This is valuable information linking the topology and 340

alignment of the detector to the emission profile of synchrotron 341

radiation (intensity). It will be very useful for future detector 342

matrix design (see Figure 6 above) in order to perform syn- 343

chrotron light imaging (this is a very interesting application, 344

which I developed separately). 345

Now we can proceed with the representations of the results. 346

The correlation analysis of the time series Z
t

is a necessary con- 347

dition to the decomposition operations and, therefore, to the 348

estimation of the trend model, as well as useful to reveal the 349

possible emergence of other factors (for example the “season- 350

ality”) eventually superimposed on the dominant component. 351

The first significant “marker” of the correlogram (highlighted 352

in green in the following figure 24) was chosen to represent 353

the auto correlation in correspondence of the delay at T/4 354

(“boundary”), for k = 25. Therefore, I decided to extend the 355

calculation of the ’-th of the normal standard to 1.96 ( ’ = 356

0.975) over the entire range of variation of the series, taken 357

from the period of a complete filling of electron bunches in 358

DA�NE (T = 100) from which we have the following confi- 359
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Fig. 10. S10 . Typical signal of the IR synchrotron radiation emission photo-detector response, corresponding to a complete filling of 100 bunches of DA�NE positrons
(highlighted by red arrows).

Fig. 11. S11 . Typical systematic error of a generic tool as “peak-finder”, developed by
commercial spectral analysis software. The tool is blind to the components (hidden)
in the convolution (black), so it overestimates the intensity and misses the width and
the center.

dence interval360 1
≠ z(1≠ –

2 )Ô
N

,

z(1≠ –
2 )Ô

N

È
≥= (≠0.96, 0.96)361

Where z
’

is the quantile (See next fig. S15).362

Now, consider a polynomial model Ŷ
t

and the “residuals”363

R

�

t

= Z

t

≠
ˆ

Y

t

; ’t and R

�

t

= Zt
ˆ

Yt

;
ˆ

Y

t

”= 0 ’t364

We are therefore looking for a model Ŷ
t

such that365 !
R

�

t

, ≥= 0, ’t366

So let’s analyze the residual correlogram for at least four367

models, checking that the distributions are all included within368

the confidence bands (’ = 0.975). 369

As an example, in the following figure S16, I represent only 370

the diagram for the quadratic detrend. 371

The following table 2 summarizes the residual statistics for 372

four models (main component -DA�NE electrons). 373

From the previous table, I choose the quadratic model 374

(second column) 375

Z

t

≥= 0.0108 + 4.5508 · 10≠5

t ≠ 3.4025 · 10≠9

t

2 + u

t

376

where u
t

is the “erratic” component. I represent the result 377

of the analysis in the following figure S17. 378

We have the same procedure for the “delayed” component. 379

The following table S3 summarizes the residual statistics for 380

four models (“delayed” component -DA�NE electrons). As 381

an example, in the following figure 26, I represent only the 382

diagram for the linear detrend. 383

From the previous table, I choose the linear model (first 384

column). 385

Z

t

≥= 0.00011 + 4.9364 · 10≠5

t + u

t

386

Where u
t

is the “erratic” component. I represent the result 387

of the analysis in the following figure S19. 388
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line At DA�NE. Journal of the Optical Society of America A, 22(12):2810–2810, 2005. URL 393

10.1364/josaa.22.002810;https://dx.doi.org/10.1364/josaa.22.002810. 394
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Table 2. Tab. S2.Residual statistics table for four models (“main” component -DA�NE electrons).

Statistics detrend poly (1) detrend poly (2) detrend poly (3) detrend poly (4)
Minimum -0,0046566 -0,004674 -0,0047491 -0,0048799
Maximum 0,0032093 0,0033188 0,0033139 0,0030894
Sum -0,0040536 1,6101e-06 -0,0045512 -0,0039613
Points 100 100 100 100
Mean -4,0536e-05 1,6101e-08 -4,5512e-05 -3,9613e-05
Median 0,0002379 0,00022839 0,00015566 0,00011573
RMS 0,0016476 0,0016456 0,001655 0,0016281
Std Deviation 0,0016554 0,0016539 0,0016627 0,0016358
Variance 2,7402e-06 2,7353e-06 2,7647e-06 2,676e-06
Std Error 0,00016554 0,00016539 0,00016627 0,00016358
Skewness -0,59789 -0,60144 -0,62628 -0,55162
Kurtosis -0,031451 -0,012196 0.10651 -0,00050476

Table 3. Tab. S3. Residual statistics table for four models (“delayed” component -DA�NE electrons)

Statistics detrend poly (1) detrend poly (2) detrend poly (3) detrend poly (4)
Minimum -0,00369556 -0,00352341 -0,00356587 -0,00386242
Maximum 0,002501826 0,002531689 0,00246456 0,002324784
Sum -1,92376e-07 -1,55592e-06 6,90214e-06 6,082405e-05
Points 88 88 88 88
Mean -2,1861e-09 -1,768089e-08 7,84334e-08 6,911824e-07
Median 8,2462e-05 -1,40724e-05 -2,193322e-05 7,459752e-05
RMS 0,001323703 0,001314568 0,001312277 0,001290693
Std Deviation 0,001331289 0,001322101 0,001319797 0,001298089
Variance 1,77233e-06 1,74795e-06 1,741864e-06 1,685035e-06
Std Error 0,000141916 0,000140937 0,000140691 0,0001383767
Skewness -0,44998933 -0,30256637 -0,3352318 -0,4474666
Kurtosis -0,03699146 -0,1832551 -0,15440891 -0,04787101

Fig. 12. S12 . Sampling of time intervals and delays. Figure (a) Sampling and
definition of the time intervals between the radiation emission of each bunch (DA�NE
electrons). Figure (b) histographic sampling.
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Fig. 13. S13 . Double level 9 Gaussian prototype regressions for the complex convolution profile of the "main" and "delayed" components in the case of SR emission by
DA�NE electrons, acquired by four photo-detectors (labeled, respectively, as pixel 1 (a), pixel2 ( b), pixel3 (c), pixel 4 (d)).

Fig. 14. S14. Comparative diagram of four time series of the intensities (V) of the
“main peaks” of IR synchrotron radiation emission of each bunch acquired by each
(pixel) 1-2-3-4 photo-detector and ordered in the sequence of 100 bunches of a
complete DA�NE electron filling.

Fig. 15. S15.Correlogram of the best ensemble Ze. Confidence bands are highlighted
in red. The “boundary-lag” is marked in green at T / 4 (DA�NE electrons – main
peaks).
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Fig. 16. S17.Correlogram of the residues of the Zt series (detrend P2 (t)) DA�NE
electrons.

Fig. 17. S17.Comparative and summary diagram of the decomposition of the Zt

series (main component - DA�NE electrons)

Fig. 18. S18. Correlogram of the residues of the Zt series (detrend P1 (t)). Delayed
component - DA�NE electrons.

Fig. 19. S19. Decomposition diagram of the Zt series (“delayed” component -
DA�NE electrons)
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